This Trip illusTrates how upM StudenTs geT a chance To develop Their final-year projecTs in places ThaT have real need of Their assiTance.
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But iT was noT all hard slog. we also had TiMe To look around havana. Dr. ricardo Machado jardo Took us on a Tour of The ciTy, recounTing iTs hisTory, evoluTion and currenT sTaTus. Finally, we Took a Trip To The ciTy of Trinidad, locaTed To The souTh of The province of sancTi spíri Tus, where cujae lecturers inTroduced The StudenTs To exaMples of cuBan archiTecTure which had Been rehaBiliTaTed along The lines of whaT They had in Mind for old havana. The villa de la sanTísiMa Trinidad was The Third cuBan Town founded By The spanish crown, in This case By The pioneer diego velázquez de cuéllar in early 1514. The Town soon flourished and BecaMe one of The MosT prosperous seTTleMenTs on The island.
On 23 April 2012 I left Madrid for Havana in the company of eight students from the UPM’s University College of Architectural Technology. The students’ final-year project was to remodel two buildings, 204 ObraPía Street and 214 San Ignacio Street, right in the centre of Old Havana, declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1982. We were received in the Cuban capital by Ricardo Machado Jardo, a lecturer at the School of Architecture, CUAJE (José Antonio Echevarría Polytechnic), and member of Havana City Historian’s Office.

The eight students (Ana, María, Carlos Pascual, Rubén, Carlos Ordúñez, Mercedes, Adrián and Javier) were divided into two groups and tasked with measuring and photographing the buildings in order to draw up building plans, crack and damp surveys, etc.

The students showed me the front views of the ObraPía Street building before and after the remodelling project. Model 1 is the front view of the building before rehabilitation, and Model 2 is the front view of the same building after renovation.

The streets were narrow and the buildings tall, making it really hard to photograph the façades from street level: the angles were wrong and they could not capture all the details.

The students decided that the best thing would be to try to gain access to the surrounding buildings and see if they could get better shots from the rooftops.

While they were taking notes on the state of the buildings, they realized that not a bit of space was wasted, and they often came across living quarters to which a mezzanine (second floor) had been added to double the living space. In Havana these mezzanines are called Barbacoas, as they are built with all sorts of materials, ranging from wood and board to concrete and metal structures.

Ana, Rubén, Carlos Pascual and María were responsible for the ObraPía Street building, which, in view of its proximity to San Gerónimo de la Habana University College, located only a block away on Obispo Street, they were to convert into a hall of residence for students.

But the stairways were unsafe. If we missed our footing, we would be in real trouble.
This trip illustrates how UPM students get a chance to develop their final-year projects in places that have real need of their assistance.

But it was not all hard slog. We also had time to look around Havana. Dr. Ricardo Machado Jardo took us on a tour of the city, recounting its history, evolution and current status.

Finally, we took a trip to the city of Trinidad, located to the south of the province of Sancti Spíritus, where CUJAE lecturers introduced the students to examples of Cuban architecture which had been rehabilitated along the lines of what they had in mind for Old Havana. The Villa de la Santísima Trinidad was the third Cuban town founded by the Spanish Crown, in this case by the pioneer Diego Velázquez de Cuéllar in early 1514. The town soon flourished and became one of the most prosperous settlements on the island.